Term 2, Week 3, 18 May, 2022

Dear Parents and Caregivers
School life is slowly returning to some normalcy, and we thank you for being patient
as we take steps carefully, considering what we see as best for the children.
One such step is that we are going to hold our Cross Country in Term 3 (usually in Term
2), allowing a little more time for Covid-19 and winter flu bugs to (hopefully) work their
way through and out of our community. In the last three days, we have recorded
around 60 children home sick each day and many others, who have had Covid-19,
are still not quite bouncing around at 100%. A good number of children are taking
part in weekend winter sports, which is fantastic, but we see many of them at school
on Mondays finding it a bit tough. To then expect them to get out running every day,
training for the Cross Country, is probably too much for many. However, with a slightly
gentler trajectory, we are hopeful that nearly all children will be in good shape for a
Term 3 event. We will share the date in a future newsletter.
As mentioned on ClassDojo on Monday, please keep us informed if your child is
absent from school because they, or a household member, have Covid-19 and are
isolating. Thank you for your help.
A Fence around the School: The Ministry of Education has informed us of its intention
to build a high quality fence around the school boundary. This is in line with what has
been happening in other schools and is in response to safety concerns for young
students who might “do a runner” and leave the school grounds, be it down the road
or through the bamboo hedge into other properties. These are early days, but the
Ministry appears keen to move this along quickly, with it being worked on later this
year (that is not a promise!).

Community Consultation: The Board again thanks the community for your feedback
on our survey regarding Property. The result of the first question is seen in this graph:
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The second question asked for suggestions about improvements to the school’s
property and grounds. Interestingly, several included a fence around the school, and
several others asked for shade over the Junior playground, which is planned to happen
during these July holidays.
Our next SurveyMonkey survey will be on Behaviour management in the school. This
will come out after the next Board meeting. Most of what we currently do is tied into
being a “Positive Behaviour for Learning: School-wide” (PB4L-SW) school; the most
obvious recent development is the acknowledgement system wherein children receive
tokens for displaying our HEARTWISE values.
We have developed behaviour
expectations for various settings around the school (e.g. at the pool, in a bus line,
eating lunch) but the main set is what we call our “Everywhere Behaviours”. These are
worded as positive expectations (aspirational) rather than negative rules, and are used
by all staff throughout the school. The full set can be viewed on ClassDojo. This would
be a good reference point for when you respond to our next survey.
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From May 31 to June 2, the Ministry of Education will have a Property team here to
review the quality of all our buildings and preparing a report summarising what may be
needed. While I welcome this, I am also aware that we have actually had a great
deal of property work done in recent years, and the outcome is not likely to identify
major issues.
The Board of Trustees meets at 6:30pm next Wednesday evening.
For the Children

Ken McLeay
Principal

Dogs in the School Grounds:
A reminder that Riverview School
will not allow dogs in the grounds.

Bus students are issued with photographic ID
cards
All eligible bus students are issued with
photographic ID cards by the school; they
must display these to the drivers when getting
on/off the bus. The drivers may refuse to take
them if there is no ID card – or an incorrect
one. Students who have lost their ID cards
must order a new card from the school office
at a cost of $1.

CELLPHONES
We do not permit cellphones at school. Please ensure that your children leave these at
home. We cannot accept any responsibility for their loss. If you are in doubt, please
contact the school for clarification.
If there is a need for a cellphone to come to school, it must be left at the school office
until the end of the day. Cellphones must not go on school trips or camps.

When dialling the school, you will be greeted with a series of options.
You will have the option to speak directly to our reception staff, but it may be more convenient for you to
choose the automated option that follows. Please be assured that any messages left are checked
regularly.
Personal Assistance - press 1
Record an absence or leave a message for your child - press 2
List of contacts - press 3

Collect the Yummy cut-out labels from bags (each cut-out label is worth 10
stickers) and individual Yummy apple stickers for your school’s share of the
$200,000 free DG Sport sports gear prize pool. Yummy apples are available
from New World, PAK’nSAVE, and participating Four Square stores. The
more you collect, the more sports gear you get, so get going and start
collecting your Yummy cut-out labels and stickers now! All stickers/cut-outs
need to be collected before 23 September 2022 for us to participate.
Sticker Collection sheets are attached to the newsletter but, if you require more, call into the school
office.
Phone or text messages for children to the office
by 2.30pm daily please.

Does anyone
have any surplus
old towels that
they would be
willing to donate
to Riverview
School? Please drop them off at the
school office.
Hotprintz Bay of Islands Run/Walk
Festival, Sunday 12 June.

Riverview School has created a group
(code: heartwise), so please add yourself
to the team. Sport Northland is offering
30% off entry fees for kids and staff; the
code is Energize22. Put the following
https://www.boirunwalk.co.nz/ in your
search engine to register.

Surplus Fruit
Does anyone
have any surplus
fruit that they
would be willing
to donate to
Riverview School?
Please contact the school office
4077277.

